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MURA STAITE

During the course of the school year the alert student will observe a little blond with a sleepy countenance moving rather swiftly about her college activities (which are too numerous to mention) or launching her Thunderbird along the back drive. This capricious individual, if you have not guessed, is the girl marvel, the eighth wonder of the modern world, Donna Tetroe. In addition to such unimportant achievements as being an honor student, editor of the Florettie and other similar trivialities she has been a member in good standing of the CARBON staff. It is for her valuable contribution in this field that we wish to laud our seemingly castelated quiet little cohort and culminate a memorial in her honor with the achievements of her difficulties. We join the rest of the college in wishing Donna all the luck in the world in her postgraduate activities. We will mourn the graduation of this more tributive creature from the sheltered, serene corridors of Marian College into the cruel, iniquitous world and feel that Marian will be the less for her leaving.

The CARBON also wishes to express its gratitude to Jean Sites who is also graduating this year. Jean has been a very valuable addition to the staff in the capacity of Staff Typist. We likewise wish Jean the best of luck with her work in Boston after graduation. It's not everyplace you can find a typist with a southern fried chicken, horse racing, you-all drawl and below the Mason-Dixon line, south of the Ohio River, Honeysuckle and Magnolia blossom personality who can actually type.

WE ARE HUMBLE

The CARBON for the 1963-64 college year was approximately 40% larger than in any preceding year and with the occasional opener the season with high spirits enough to contain 90% more material than before. The initiation of this new procedure has posed but at Rose Poly, someone gave up. It was not one of the players, it was the coach.

The CARBON has endeavored to inform the students, amuse them with our jokes, provoke thought and publish the views of other literary contributions of interested students. The publication follows a form recommended by Mr. Dario Politta, Prof. of Journalism at Ball State Teachers College and editor of the Collegiate Journalist Magazine. It is Mr. Politta's contention that an effective paper should combine light reading and more serious matter to attain a large reading public. His theory proposes that even the uninterested student will read such a paper for the jokes and unconsciously read some of the informative articles. We have endeavored to make the publication interesting to the greatest portion of the student body as is possible with our small editorial setup. We have tried many small innovations to bring about this objective. We hope we have succeeded in making the CARBON worthy of the students and the college. This is not to say we have published a perfect paper but we will continue to strive for improvement.

Our readers have failed us! None for Christmas, Easter or a summer farewell. Gifts, we mean.

STRIKE THREE, YOUR'S CUT

As you well know, our past baseball season was not too successful. The team comprised the season with high spirits enough but unfortunately lacked proper batting practice to cope with Hanover's curve ball. The initiation of this new procedure has posed but at Rose Poly, someone gave up. It was not one of the players, it was the coach.

Instead of prodding us on when we were behind, our coach wanted to "hurry up and go home". The remaining games followed the same pattern.

Desire to win is essential to winning ball games, and this desire can be quickly drained out of a ball player by the improper attitude of a fellow ball player or, in particular, a coach. A coach with the proper attitude works to bring out the best in each player and to install in each one a burning desire to win. He cares whether or not the team wins. He works his players hard to get them in condition for the grind of the double headers. He also gives advice, teaching when a ball player makes a mistake--he does not joke about it!

Marian College is at an extreme disadvantage, boasting of only 250-300 men, playing against much larger schools as Butler, Xavier, and Anderson. But there is one thing I believe all the players realize; Marian can win. We will someday but not until our coach wants Marian to win. A coach is someone who cares, not someone who is supervising only to fulfill his contract.

A hopeful-for-next-year ball player.

Only one man in a thousand is a leader of men. The other 999 are followers of women.
CIVIL RIGHTS

Here are the summaries of the last three articles of the Civil Rights Bill now up before Congress.

TITLE IX - REMOVAL PROCEEDINGS IN CIVIL RIGHTS CASES

Summary - The orders of Federal court sending certain civil rights cases back to state courts are not now reviewable. This would make them reviewable by appeal.

TITLE X - ESTABLISHMENT OF COMMUNITY RELATIONS SERVICE

Summary - It would establish in the Department of Commerce, a Community Relations Service with personnel limited to six persons.

TITLE XI - MISCELLANEOUS: FINANCING, SEVERABILITY, PREEMPTION

Summary - It contains a number of customary provisions. One, authorizes appropriations to carry out the purposes of the bill. Another - a "severability clause" - says that if any provision of the bill is held invalid, the rest of the act shall not be affected. A fairly standard "preemption" clause, added during floor debate, specifies that nothing in the act shall be construed as indicating an intent on the part of Congress to "occupy the field in which any... title operates to the exclusion of State laws on the same subject.

CARBON 1961 - REMEMBER WHEN THE CARBON:

-discussed the disciplinary program only to see the program come back in the face of its originators.
-discussed the merits of closed meetings.
-revealed the poor condition of our fire fighting equipment.
-began a series of departmental humor.
-revealed a series of departmental humor.
-revealed the inexcellency of the National Federation of Catholic College Students in the "Ghost of NFCOS."
-expanded to a legal size page and used a bonus third page on various occasions.
-exposed the "tank traps" on campus streets.
-debated the Caddyly issue.
-issued a memorial page to the late President Kennedy.
-initiated the Miss Carbon Contest.
-discussed the U.S. electoral laws.
-printed the "Social Desert."
-ran the CARBON top ten listings.
-daringly published the fun issue written and typed at Daymon's (Feb. 21)
-saluted Mike Schmelzer and Saligon.
-facilitated men's housing rules controversy.
-sent "Stand Up and Be Counted."
-surveyed through YCS the Civil Rights issue.
-began the "useless" information department.
-laughed at "sick-sick-sick" jokes.
-editors fought.

And remember when we wrote this, the last but not least CARBON?

DESERVED PRAISE

Seldom does one meet a man like Father Smith. And rarely does any one person possess all of the good qualities that Father possesses. His deep concern for his fellow man, his refreshing tolerance, and his sincere humility combine to make him a person loved and respected by all who know him.

I am only thankful that I have had the opportunity to come in contact with this man, and I know him. Some who read this will think it is corny - but not those who know Father Smith. Father, although you will miss Marian College, above all - Marian College will miss you.

Anonymous

HALL OF FAME

As the banquet crowd disperses, the happy athletes are clutching their awards for the year. Struggling along behind are several dejected, bone weary athletes after spending many weeks of hard drill and practice, finding themselves empty-handed on a night when they should receive some token of the school's appreciation for their efforts.

This was the case Tuesday night. It seems that Marian College would want to have as many athletes as possible sporting letters and thus giving the impression that Marian College does have an effective athletic program.

Even if John Doe was sitting on the bench all season long he still was practicing as long and as hard as the rest.

Marian College should reevaluate their system of giving athletic awards and give each person who stayed on the team some expression of their gratitude to someone who was, at least, in there trying.

Message to Bye-Bye by.

As the academic year rapidly draws to its terminus, we would like to give recognition to the people behind the scenes on the CARBON. First, to Sister Mary Ester and Sister John LeSalle we say thank you for supplying our needs throughout the year (buying larger paper and colored paper for special issues) and for faithfully printing our stencils each week. Our gratitude also goes to Fr. Smith our moderator and to our overworked typists, who diligently reproduce our words of wisdom. Finally to the students who have contributed to the CARBON over the past year, we congratulate you for the interest you have shown in the school and in current affairs and in furthering your views with the student body.

So as the sun slowly sets on our humble domain and the clicking sound of the typewriter is heard for the last time, our wish to you is that you can last the whole summer without - THE CARBON.

Mike, Donna, and Terry